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Much of human behavior is directed toward goals:
finding food, selling services, curing cancer, making
meaning.
Achieving goals requires action. Action requires
effort. Effort requires energy and attention applied over
time. Effort overcomes obstacles. Obstacles tax our
patience, sap our resolve, and cause us stress.
English (as well as many other languages) includes
many metaphors that frame effort as a cost:
–
–
–
–
–

I enjoy spending time with you.
You’re wasting your energy.
You’re not paying attention.
This job is not worth the stress.
It all takes its toll.
These metaphors suggest an economics of human
behavior—a framework for understanding the human
cost of living and the trade-offs we make moment-bymoment as we choose one course of action over
another.This paper begins the development of such a
framework for everyday living and suggests how it
might be applied to business and design.The authors
hope to provide a means for us all to learn to act in
better accord with our interests and thereby improve
productivity and satisfaction, both individually and in
concert with others.

Bio-cost measures human effort
Bio-cost is the energy, attention, and stress that people
expend over time to achieve their goals—to “get what
they want” in Ashby’s sense. [Ashby 1956]
All of life’s activities carry some bio-cost. Most often,
we “feel” bio-cost when we meet resistance—when we
can’t enter a flow and act simply to get what we want.
We experience the drain of bio-cost every day—when
we find a stone in our shoe; when traffic slows us; when
we struggle to change a channel with a remote control;
when the bureaucracy requires we submit another
form; when the boss makes contra- dictory requests;
when the stock market sends mixed signals. Bio-cost
limits what we can achieve because we may not have
the resources to get what we want, or we might spend
too much for what we get in return.This is true for
individuals, groups, organizations, and species. While
we may not be able to quantify bio-cost with precise
measures— whether in anticipation of expending it or
after the fact—the authors have found considerable
utility in construing bio-cost as comprising distinct
quantitative components.

Bio-cost is a function of time
All tasks take time to accomplish.The effort required to
complete a task can be mapped against time (in basic
cases, at least). Graphing against time we see an ebb
and flow of effort—e.g., walking to a destination
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Bio-cost reveals trade-offs
Because the chemical and hormonal pathways overlay
the nervous system, feeling has impact on thinking and
vice versa. [von Forester 1973]
A second-order awareness of the toll that a task is
taking—whether in physical, mental, or emotional
terms—may add further stress or alleviate it.This
becomes part of a feedback loop that helps us to
estimate the bio-cost expenditure required to be
successful. When the task is to “save our life”—for
example, to undergo invasive surgery to remove a
tumor—our stress is increased because the stakes and
uncertainties are high. When there are negative
consequences for not completing a task by some
deadline, such as getting to the airport in time to board
a flight, perceived limitations of time can contribute to
stress. Even non-time threatened situations raise our
stress levels: Will I get fired for that mistake? Will I pass
the test? Will she like me?

Arrive by walking

Arrive by taxi

Hail a taxi

Look for a taxi

In the case above, the physical effort can be measured
as calories—the greater the effort, the more calories
required.There are limits to our physical efforts; when
taken to an extreme, we can experience muscle fatigue
or exhaustion.
Bio-cost also has a mental component. Mental effort
means attention paid to perform a task or even to think
about how to perform it. As with physical effort, this
use of our brains and all the components of our
nervous system that coordinate our thinking and acting
also requires effort and also has limits. Some tasks
require more concentration than others, so the attention
we pay will vary.
Similarly, we reach emotional limits as palpable as
physical and mental ones when we get “stressed out”
due to factors such as uncertainty and fear.

Begin walking

Bio-cost has physical, mental, and emotional
components

Figure 1
Bio-cost of physical effort to travel by taxi (cyan)
versus walking (black).

Bio-Cost

requires relatively constant bio-cost expenditure over
time, while flagging down a cab and getting in requires
an initial burst of effort followed by a period of relative
rest during the ride, as in Figure 1.

Time

By reflecting on the bio-cost of specific activities in
our daily lives, we can usually make trade-offs among
the components—time, energy, attention, and stress as
shown in Table 1—to minimize the overall cost of
getting what we want or need. At any point we may also
decide to spend money to lower one or more
dimensions of bio-cost. (Here we note without further
exploration that this has the side benefit of allowing us
to calculate a monetary equivalence for bio-cost, at
least in a specific context. For example, avoiding the
additional time and physical effort of walking is often
worth the $10 monetary cost of a taxi—plus the stress
of not knowing whether we can find one in time and
whether traffic will cooperate.)

Can we replenish our “reserves”?
Clearly, we cannot recover time once spent, but
given more time, we may be able to replenish our
energy, our ability to concentrate, and our capacity to
absorb stress.
After periods of intense activity, we often seek a
better “life balance,” that is, we seek to counter-act
activities that carry significant bio-cost with those that

Table 1
Bio-cost components. What is the bio-cost of achieving a goal?

Component
Time
Energy
Attention
Stress
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Type of expenditure
Opportunity
Physical
Mental
Emotional

How experienced
Duration
Work
focus / concentration / degree of familiarity
fear / worry / anxiety / uncertainty
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How compared
more or fewer hours:minutes:seconds
more or fewer calories
how many / what types of multitasking possible
higher or lower risk
higher or lower enthusiasm / motivation

allow us to restore our physical, mental, and emotional
systems. For example, we often say that we “make
time” for family and friends, so that we can “recharge
our batteries.”
Sleep appears to restore our energy, refresh our
brains, and reduce our stress such that we can use our
time more efficiently and make better choices. Many
other activities also fit this category, such as meditation,
the pursuit of sports, crafts, and the arts, or even
mastery of a skill.

How do we assess bio-cost trade-offs?
In monetary transactions we commonly consider cost
versus gain.This paper argues that the same is true for
actions that involve the expenditure of physical, mental,
and emotional effort, and that explicit awareness of this
affords us the opportunity to reflect on trade-offs and
improve the choices we make.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that we
can’t always easily calculate the value of reducing
bio-cost in monetary terms nor can we translate or
commute a given valuation to other circumstances or
individuals. Still, we maintain a belief in the gain and a
sense of the cost, and we remain capable of generating
an opinion as to what we will base our actions on right
now. Put another way, we think the view is worth the
climb.
In order to characterize a progression of variations
of goal setting, taking action, and reaping rewards, the
next set of figures start from a single participant and
proceed to cover cases of cooperation and collaboration
with others.
1 Bio-cost for single participant
Figure 2 draws from Pask’s model of goal/action
systems [Pask 1975; Pangaro 2003], reinterpreted such
that the “goal” level (L1 in Pask’s original) becomes the
gain, while the “means” level (L0 in the original)
becomes the cost. Per Pask, the goal- level controls the
execution of procedures at the means-level, as
indicated by the vertical arrow on right side. Results
from execution are returned and compared to the
original goal, as indicated by the line on the left with
comparator sign.
2 Bio-cost for cooperative participants
The next case involves a distinction between Participant
A, who sets the goal, and Participant B, who agrees to
perform the actions required to achieve that goal.The
components are the same as in Figure 2. However, in
Figure 3, there is a clear division (the vertical line) as
goal-setting and action-taking are executed by different
participants.
Participant B expends the bio-cost to achieve the
goal on behalf of Participant A, who compares the
result of B’s actions with the goal. We call the
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interaction “cooperation” because there are clear roles
and actions for A and for B—they co-operate, that is,
they operate together but within agreed boundaries.
3 Bio-cost for collaborative participants
The third case also involves two participants but is more
open-ended in that the distribution of roles and actions
between participants is not predeter- mined. Rather,
participants A and B collaborate— they “co-labor” or
work together—to create and agree on the goals
themselves, as well as to agree on who does what to
achieve them.
In Figure 4, participants A and B converse at two
levels: about goals (upper horizontal loop) and about
the means to achieve them (lower horizontal loop).
They likely also cooperate about means, and use
feedback to check whether goals have been achieved
(loops that cross from upper to lower level). In an
ongoing collaboration, participants may maintain some
sense of the trade-offs across time and situations, and
they may seek a balance over time.

Bio-cost in business and design
Society has benefitted greatly from—one could say
society can arise because of—the sharing of bio-cost.
As early as the Stone Age, social groups learned how
coordinated action could achieve goals that would
otherwise have been impossible. A group could
successfully hunt a swift and powerful animal for food,
whereas a single hunter might have only a slim chance
of success and a high risk of injury or death. By sharing
such responsibilities, groups could achieve net bio-cost
reduction thereby freeing up resources to explore new
lands, create new arts and cultures, and develop new
means of associating and collaborating.
Since the Renaissance, the corporation has provided
one such structure for collaboration.The success of
modern corporations is a measure of the huge scale on
which they reduce collective bio-cost expenditures. Yet,
modern corporations also exact a huge toll in
frustration and stress from their employees. In other
words, working in a corporation often comes with a
high bio-cost. For example, on a mundane level the
noise and interruptions of “cubicle life” can make
focused attention difficult.
On a more critical level, uncertainty about goals and
criteria can lead to rework; uncertainty about roles and
responsibilities can lead to unproductive conflict; and
uncertainty about continued employment can lead to
fear. Such bio-costs are an extraordinary and persistent
waste of “human resources.”
Transforming a corporation from a current state of
high bio-cost to a more efficient state requires a
complex system that learns as it goes—and the bio-cost
of learning, even for those who thrive on it, is very high.
[Geoghegan and Pangaro 2003] This appears to be one

Figure 2
First canonical form shows goals are achieved via separate means,
where the means has a cost and achieving the goal creates a gain.

Participant A
Gain

Goal
A sets the goal.
comparison
of results
to goal
L1
L0

A expends bio-cost
to achieve goal.

results of
A’s actions

Means
Cost

Figure 3
Second canonical form shows the allocation of goal-setting
to Participant A, and action-taking to Participant B.

Participant A

Participant B

Goal
A sets the goal
and engages B
to achieve it
in exchange
for some
compensation.

B agrees
to achieve A’s goal.
comparison
of results
to goal
L1
L0

results of
B’s actions

By agreement,
B expends bio-cost
to achieve A’s goal.

Means

$ or other
compensation

Figure 4
Third canonical form shows that A and B “co-labor”
to create goals and share bio-cost to achieve them.

Participant A

Participant B
Conversation
to agree
on goal.

Goal

Goal

comparison
of results
to goal

comparison
of results
to goal
L1
L0

Means
results

results

A’s actions
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Means

B’s actions

Conversation
to agree
on means.

reason why corporations often fail to find new paths to
success when markets change. [Dubberly, Esmonde,
Geoghegan & Pangaro 2002]
On the other hand, “strong teamwork” means that
there is mutual trust (itself a huge bio-cost reducer) as
well as clarity of direction, role and proper action (all
proxies for low uncertainty and hence low bio-cost
situations). At best, the beliefs and goals of the
individuals in a corporation are highly aligned.
In addition to applying the framework of bio-cost to
organizational design, we can also apply it to product
and service design. Minimizing or at least reducing a
user’s bio-cost can be an important design goal. Even
though the precision of bio-cost measures is limited, a
focus on bio-cost permits a deep conversation during
the design process. Instead of seeking to make products
“simple” or “intuitive”—laudable goals but not very
specific—designers can use the dimensions of bio-cost
to participate in a more directed design process where
trade-offs are made explicit and clear.

Why bio-cost is important
We see an opportunity for organizations to create value
by focusing on bio-cost. First, bio-cost provides a
framework for improving productivity; by getting better
at understanding bio-cost, we can get better at reducing
it. In addition, bio-cost provides a framework for
innovation; identifying bio-cost is identifying
inefficiency, identifying an unmet user need, identifying
an opportunity for new products and services.
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In summary, it is our conviction that reducing
bio-cost leads to:
– greater efficiency in achieving goals, which leads to...
– greater capacity or resources in the system, which
allows the cultivation of …
– greater variety, which means …
– greater ability to generate higher-level plans for
reducing bio-cost even further, resulting in …
– even lower bio-cost—a positive feedback loop and a
virtuous cycle.
Reducing bio-cost creates value. It expands the space in
which additional choices may be generated and
evaluated. It can be an ethical motivation in the design
process and lead to a more humane world. We believe
that a bio-cost economy underlies all exchanges of
value, and it always will, because it involves the
management of the least fungible and most valuable
aspect of life: how we spend our time.
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